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Abstract
Is the most important function of education to provide students with basic skills and useful knowledge in order to eventually become employable? In many parts of the world knowledge league tables and policy documents inform us this is the case. As the question of what should form the educational content seems to be answered, teachers can concentrate on how they should teach, and researchers can concentrate on what method is the most effective. In the current rhetoric, however, many vital pedagogical issues have been placed in the background and the aesthetic subjects are downgraded. These tendencies worried Frede V. Nielsen who stated that didactic studies and philosophical inquiries yet again are needed to explore and give substance to the content dimension. Nielsen’s writings on didactics form the basis for this essay, where we highlight which perspectives and dilemmas could be placed on a critical, philosophical didactic study agenda. The starting point is the field of tension between the what and the why of education.
Frede V. Nielsen’s authorship is extensive. His ideas have had a significant impact on the development of subject didactics and music pedagogy as an academic field. The impact has been seen mainly in the Nordic region, but also further afield directly as well as indirectly through the international networks in which he was involved. Through these networks, he met education scholars from many parts of the world. His critical and philosophical reflections on music and music education have also influenced generations of music education researchers and will continue to do so for the foreseeable future.

During the whole of his professional life, Nielsen was occupied with aesthetic expressions and aesthetic experiences, and how people are shaped through interactions with the arts, nature, and languages. He fought for the existence of the music subject and against its instrumentalization. Prior to his retirement, in June 2012 he gave a final lecture during which he emphasized that it is time to remind ourselves about the “timeliness of the subject didactics as well as the necessity of the arts.”

It seems that politicians in many parts of the world believe that the most important function of education is to teach students to read, count, and write; that is, to give students necessary and useful knowledge in order to eventually become employable.1 Thus, the didactic question about what should form the educational content appears to have been answered. For teachers, the pedagogical main problems can be reduced to one simple method issue—how should I teach? For researchers, the question becomes: what method is the most effective for students’ learning processes?

Consequently, several vital pedagogical issues have been placed in the background. In his speech, Nielsen highlighted the importance of “what students are reading, what is important to calculate, and what is worth writing about.” There are clear indications that pedagogical content
today is understood in terms of tools and skills, but without ideas about what they should be used for viewed from a cultural and existential life perspective. The continental idea and thinking of Bildung, which has characterized the mission of schools during the last 200 years, seems to have disappeared. Perhaps the criterion to define content as something that, through its effects on the individual, leads towards Bildung seems too complex in a pluralistic world. Perhaps a relativistic view dominates, which makes it difficult to discuss what is of greater importance. There are several possible explanations, but Nielsen stated that didactics yet again needs to explore the issue of content. He therefore called for systematic, analytical, and empirical studies that give substance to the content dimension and issues of criteria within didactics. In other words: who are learning what, for what reasons (for what) and, especially, who or what shapes the answers to these questions.

Inspired by these words, we would like to contribute to the study of these didactic aspects of teaching and learning music. We will not defend, challenge, nor develop didactic theory. The theory is a scholarly position, argued by many teacher educators and researchers. Instead, we would like to use it as a legitimate starting point in order to explore its potential for philosophical music pedagogical inquiry.

Teachers’ choices of content to teach are based on many factors; for example, their personal experiences, their view on student learning, and the music subject, but also the character and activities of the subject, as well as contextual and historical dimensions. Nielsen speaks of four didactical approaches that can constitute a basis for choice of educational content. When these basic positions are combined in various ways with personal, pedagogical, subject specific, and contextual aspects, a theory begins to emerge that is much more complex than we can review here. Below we briefly present the four paradigms. Existential matters are discussed by Øivind
Varkøy elsewhere in this issue of *PMER*, so we focus our illustrations and discussion on the first three. The starting point is the field of tension between the *what* and the *why* of education, that is, the relationship between educational content and its aims. Particular aims will call for particular educational content. In this essay, we highlight issues of which aims are today seen as legitimate and which ones claim these didactic choices, but above all which perspectives and dilemmas could be placed on the philosophy of music education agenda.

Some notes on terminology: we use the terms music pedagogy and general pedagogy as the science of (music) education and (music) education for the practice of teaching and learning (music). Music didactics is the scientific study of all the factors that affect music education and its content.

**Didactics as a Research Field**

All education is dependent on decisions about *what* education should contain and *how* it should be organized. To pose questions about educational content—*why* this content is relevant and how it should be transferred to the student—according to a continental-European understanding can be summarized in the German term *Didaktik*.

Using a slightly wider definition, however, Didaktik includes far more questions than merely that of what education should contain, why, and how. Other relevant didactic issues are *who* should learn, *with whom* one should learn, *through what* as well as *where* and *when*. But *Didaktik* does not only cover the teachers’ choices in relation to education. The term also includes the *conditions for these choices* and the *fundamental conditions* in education, such as from where education content originates as well as pedagogical-philosophical starting points for the essence of education. Taken together, the idea of *Didaktik* opens up to a number of questions
about education as a phenomenon and all the considerations to which it can be connected. Therefore, *Didaktik* can also be understood as a term in the intersection between theory and practice.

The Anglo-Saxon equivalent to didactics is not so easily defined. Didactics is often understood as method study or, with a starting point in pedagogical psychology, as synonymous with learning theory. But the continental-European definition instead involves bringing together what in the Anglo-Saxon world is called curriculum and instruction. Therefore, the terms pedagogy and pedagogics are what could be viewed as most closely related to didactics.\(^3\)

There are of course shifting emphases across the didactic research field. Following Nielsen’s definition, didactics will in this essay highlight a content-oriented didactics. The meaning of such approach is that didactic issues are primarily centered on content; what content should be chosen, and also from where content originates in a natural and/or social sense, as well as how this content should be used.\(^4\)

In didactics as an academic discipline, there is often a distinction between general didactics and subject didactics (*fachdidaktik* and *fagdidaktik*). In the former approach, didactic research questions are viewed as principal and so fundamental that they permeate reflections of education, regardless of subject. The latter approach poses the same type of questions, but deals with them within a framework for a particular subject. As such, the meaning of music didactics is different from mathematic didactics, for example.

A central question is how subject didactic studies can be understood. Can they be understood as subject areas investigating people’s understanding of the structures, the concepts, and the theories of academic disciplines? Or can they chiefly be viewed as studies highlighting how students in pre-school and school understand subject content and terminology from a more
strictly applied subject perspective? In contrast to this polarizing question, several education researchers argue that there are risks in describing subject didactics from a too tension-filled, narrow, or selective perspective.

Subject didactics can favorably be compared with what Lee S. Shulman called pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), a combination of pedagogy and theoretical knowledge of a subject, defined as “knowledge to make a subject comprehensible to others.” Viewed from this perspective, PCK and subject didactics are closely related. Shulman integrates subject and pedagogical knowledge, and in Pamela Lynn Grossman’s further development, the subject, general pedagogical knowledge, and knowledge of content are described as three forms of knowledge that are tied together by PCK. PCK does include questions about the aims of teaching, but not, according to our interpretation, the “why-questions” of didactics, in the sense of motives or reasons for the possible values of music education (the goods of music). These appear instead as a philosophically-based definition of knowledge.

Nielsen’s research and positioning of the didactic term can be captured using four definitions. First, he had a relatively traditional understanding of the didactic concept, where didactics is the same as the theory of teaching, contrary to didactics as the theory of learning. Second, his theory primarily rests on a narrow concept of didactics where the basis for teaching and the matter of content are prioritized. Method issues and learning theories are not irrelevant, but he argued that the methodological questions are dependent on critical and thorough examinations of the content, in order to attempt to get beyond ideas about educational content, which are taken for granted. In other words, he posed didactic questions about the basis of content, principles for selection of content as well as how content can be organized. He expressed a clear unwillingness toward defining normatively and prescriptively what music
education should be like. His didactic theory-forming approach is rather like empirical tools for research and models for the teachers’ own didactic choices. Thus, his didactic theory should primarily be read as an analysis of the conditions for and the potential of music education. The central question—for researchers as well as for teachers and teacher students—is reflection on what music education is and may mean.

This leads us in to Nielsen’s third definition, which consists of understanding the content mainly as content of, that is, content for learning. Yet again, the issue of content is viewed as intimately connected to the purpose of education because the selection and organization of content is understood as choices of what type of meaning and Bildung can occupy a place in education. In this sense, he connected with a Bildung-centered didactics [Bildungstheoretische Didaktik] with roots in German hermeneutics and general didactics, and in particular Wolfgang Klafki’s later works. Lastly, Nielsen made progress in subject didactic definitions. He developed music didactic theory through interaction between the general didactic perspective and subject-didactic questions. The glue in this union consists of content matter being viewed as both general-didactic and music specific.

**Subject Didactic Starting Points: Four Paradigms**

Different aspects influence the ways in which music teachers think about educational content: general pedagogical theories as well as musicological, artistic, music pedagogical theoretical, and/or crafts-related ideas. In addition, education exists in a given historical, social, and political context. This wider context becomes significant when looking at the schools’ mission and students’ learning.
Many teachers, not just music teachers themselves, have a propensity to perceive the music subject as unique and different from other subject areas. With such ideas, there is the risk that the subject becomes excluded from participation opportunities in general, as well as from pedagogical and didactic discussion. Nielsen discusses four basic positions, in order to see whether there are general criteria for education that could also be useful in music didactic contexts. His intention is to create a didactic basis for reflection, which in turn could lead to an improved understanding of a teacher’s own subject. Even though these positions are not completely comparable, they can on a higher level help to specify matters in several subject didactics. The four positions do not exclude one another, but in curriculum planning can instead complement each other. Nielsen defines these as subject didactics rooted in the core subject (basic subject didactics); subject didactics rooted in everyday experience (ethno-didactics); subject didactics rooted in societal issues (challenge didactics); and subject didactics on philosophical, anthropological grounds (existential didactics).\(^{11}\)

Basic subject didactics imply that content, principles, and terminology of education is being drawn from one or several underlying core areas. Nielsen illuminates these relationships through the example of physics, where the basic subject is the academic subject of physics. Scientific knowledge of physics terminology and its order and descriptions all aid the school subject physics, without dominating it completely. An equivalent scientifically-oriented position applied to music teaching would mean a strong relationship with structures and theories in musicology. It is obvious that this is not a given, nor that it is the only foundation upon which music didactics rest. The criteria for music education are also shaped according to other basic positions, such as music as art and craftsmanship.
Ethno-didactics developed during the 1980s and 1990s as a criticism of overly science-centered conceptions of education. It strongly emphasized intellectual aspects of education and it was argued that greater importance must be placed on non-verbal knowledge and students’ everyday experiences. This position can be described as micro-culturally oriented, since regard for local traditions and subcultures is seen as important. The overall idea of ethno-didactics can be described as democratic, since advocates argue that all students from different cultures and subcultures should be able to acquire knowledge on their own terms. Thus, a level of action-competency is created, which facilitates active participation in a democratic society. Since the experiences of students are to be qualified on their own terms, this view generates didactic terms such as “differentiation” and “action orientation.” An interest in everyday experiences has meant that activities and subjects that are not directly related to a scientific subject tradition have been emphasized, for example subjects with an aesthetic and practical content. To summarize, ethno-didactics is socio-culturally oriented and is centered on everyday experience and expressions of such. Therefore, action, competency, and interaction between teacher and student and between student and other students inform education.

In challenge didactics, educational content is shaped by the ecologic, economic, and democratic crises of the modern world. Students are educated to be able to cope with the challenges that face humankind, and specific subjects become a means to handle these major themes. The position includes a moral and ethical quality, given that the general pedagogical endeavor is built on the idea of shared global responsibility. This paradigm can therefore be described as “macro-didactic.” This does not mean that the position constitutes an opposite to micro-didactic ethno-didactics, since the approach can generate similar teaching strategies. Both orientations are critical, socially-oriented, and engaged in the development of democracy.
Existential didactics starts with the basic conditions for human existence and how these relate to didactic choices. Music and musical expressions can often be connected to existentially significant experiences and emotions. Being human is to feel and to be creative, which is why artistic and musical expressions are seen as fundamental expressions of life, according to this position. Supporting evidence for this position is the fact that, as far as we know, no societies without music have ever been discovered. To ask what it is to be human means that no answers are forever valid. In a pedagogical context, it leads to a continuous renewal of questions around educational content. The theoretical base can be found in philosophical anthropology, which emerged in the 1930s as a reaction against an increasingly fragmented view of human beings. Different approaches—for example sociological, psychological, and biological—contributed with various (partial) explanations of what it means to be human. Philosophical anthropology aimed to bring together and integrate these aspects to create a comprehensive understanding. Through studying human life expressions as they appear and manifest themselves through symbols, it is thought that we can discover what is general and human. An anthropological position can thus contribute to a shared view of the aim of educational content. One philosophical area, for example, is that of research into the relationship between emotion and logic.

Viewed in light of these four basic positions, music didactic choices deal with how subjects can contribute to realizing the overall mission of school education. The issue is about what kind of knowledge and basic views we wish to allow the shaping of our society.
Challenges in Education and Didactic Research

In large parts of the world, education is often caught between several, often contradictory, demands. There is rhetoric, influenced by economic logic, where education is expected to be effective and deliver pre-defined “goods.” Education should, in other words, deliver what is relevant for society.

The lack of importance of critical and public examination of what constitutes knowledge and who defines the criteria is notable, particularly when it comes to the pervasive reforms that are currently taking place. There are constant negotiations and rephrasing of definitions by policy actors, more or less public, of what should be understood as valid and relevant knowledge. These discourses should not be viewed as merely empty rhetoric on a political level. They contribute language, action norms, and premises for pedagogical work and research. When change is seen, generally, as necessary and urgent, there are few voices discussing the directions, content, and consequences of changes, not least the pedagogical ones.

Market orienting, coupled with an increasingly fragmented and culturally pluralist world, thus challenge the democratic and normative dimensions of education. Some forms of knowledge are being questioned; norms and values are becoming increasingly blurred and conventional distinctions (for example between the ethical and the technical) more difficult to separate.¹³

When international knowledge league tables and economic demands of profitability inform thinking, it is easy to reduce a teacher’s task to what can be measured, gives quick results, and relates to global market demands. The pedagogical mission, however, involves more than simply providing limited basic skills and knowledge.
Also research has been affected by these education tendencies. During the past decade, we have seen a growing body of standardized measurement of teacher competence development\textsuperscript{14} and studies related to the requirements of successful teaching.\textsuperscript{15} Many subject didactic researchers do study education and learning from a cultural perspective, where different subject conditions meet social interactive dimensions, yet several pedagogical researchers warn of subject didactic research becoming increasingly reduced to matters of student learning and how this could be supported in a context related to school subjects.\textsuperscript{16}

Educational matters are not simple, nor one-dimensional or uncomplicated. The challenges for education and pedagogical research that we describe here, in a summarized fashion, should not be perceived as populist or idealist. An instrumental way of thinking cannot simply be met by viewing education as a project for democracy, tolerance, or solidarity. Conversely, idealist prospects about the pedagogical mission cannot be solved by better methods based on scientific evidence.

We argue that these developments have led to a shrunken arena for critical engagement. They increase the need for reflection among actors and participants in different arenas and organizational levels. The challenge lies in locating deliberate educational content according to its possibilities. As philosophically interested music-pedagogical researchers, we need to ask ourselves what music, art, and artistic activities have to offer from an educational perspective. We need to critically explore the dimensions and perspective that the music subject can have, for whom, and for what reasons. The major question is, as Nielsen formulated it; "What do we want with ourselves and each other?"
Basic Subject Didactics and Its Challenges

Basic subject didactics means taking a didactic approach within a subject. When content is based on the fundamentals of a subject (understood as an academic discipline), education and didactics become a matter of “pedagogizing” this content. Put more simply, the school subject physics is built on content and structures found in the academic subject physics. As opposed to didactic researchers focusing on the connection between a subject and its academic discipline, Nielsen argued that music education has to be understood as a cross-disciplinary subject. Music rests on a three-dimensional foundation; art, craftsmanship, and everyday culture, as well as musicology. These sources together form the foundation for nourishing the educational subject music, and thus music didactics. When considering these three sources, Nielsen also distinguished between two polarizing dimensions: *ars* versus *scientia*. The *ars*-dimension consists of music as art and skill, where music is knowledge practice. However, this dimension also contains everyday experiences that people obtain via sounding music. Taken altogether, the *ars*-dimension includes the artistic as well as the crafts-related and everyday cultural aspects. The *scientia*-dimension, on the other hand, highlights knowledge areas resting on scientific principles. These principles, for example, are to define, systematize, and abstract music. This knowledge dimension is not primarily expressed in a sounding form, but rather through verbal and intellectual activities. Despite Nielsen’s general non-normative approach, it is possible to argue that he may have questioned the *scientia*-dimension. At least, he portrayed *scientia* as a secondary dimension in relation to *ars*, which he painted as more natural or real. He argued that defining music is a second step, and that the first step involves direct experience. Thus, he was not completely neutral to the tension between *ars* and *scientia*, but instead adopted an almost idealized approach to *ars* as being the music subject’s most pristine form and the aspect that most deeply motivates music.
education and learning.\textsuperscript{17} There is always something in art that comes before distinct thoughts, verbal language, and other modes of expression. Yet, at the same time, there does not have to be a distinction between art and intellect in aesthetic processes in general nor in the area of music in particular.\textsuperscript{18}

Also included in Nielsen’s theory is the idea of describing the music subject as an aesthetic subject. The main reason for doing so was not the fact that music education should convey aesthetic norms, but rather the fact that the subject should have aesthetic qualities. This means that the immediate experience has, or can have, stronger status in music than in several other (non-aesthetic) subjects. Highlighting experience should probably be understood in relation to Nielsen’s phenomenological approach.

Nielsen’s model of the foundations of the music subject points to the complex nature of this subject. From a didactic perspective, this image can function as a starting point for teachers’ didactic choices in so far as it encourages reflection on educational practice. Nielsen’s theoretical formation of the music subject structure can thus provide perspectives on the origins of selection for educational content. In other words, it can give perspective to the potential for meaning that can be assigned to the music subject. This theory, therefore, can lay a foundation for teachers’ reflective practice as well as for researchers’ philosophical and structural illustration of the music subject as a phenomenon. Depending on how a teacher and a researcher position themselves in the tension of \emph{ars} and \emph{scientia}, certain didactic and research-based questions will be asked, but above all, different answers will be offered to these questions.

If basic subject didactics were to be designed as a focus of study, research questions would be asked regarding the foundations for the music subject and music education. Such research can attempt to examine relatively generic relationships, such as Nielsen’s idea of the three-
dimensional foundation of the music subject. It can also try to illuminate how relationships between different foundations shift, depending on the context, or how they may have changed over time. In this type of research, it becomes relevant to look at relationships between music as an academic subject, as a research subject, as an everyday conversation topic, and as a school subject. Research can handle matters such as whether the school music is only a mirroring of other already existing expressions of knowledge, or to what extent it can be viewed as a relatively unique tradition or discipline.

If basic subject didactics would instead be used as a theory of educators’ teaching methods, thoughts would arise about whether a teacher can balance different starting points; whether and how a teacher can take a didactic approach to curriculum design, educational traditions, local situations, current events, and so on. Teachers’ relationship to the three-dimensional foundation of the music subject can be understood as three music-didactic starting points. Music teachers can, on a personal-professional level, focus on the ars-dimension with skills in practice-based music teaching and an understanding of music as a practicing and creating subject. Teachers who are instead deeply rooted in the scientia-dimension and therefore view music as science will have a more theoretical approach to music education and view music knowledge as knowledge about music. A third alternative can also be distinguished, which is based on music teachers whose focus is primarily general education and where music merely constitutes a part of the subject-didactic skills, and possibly also only a part of the didactic orientation.

Regardless of whether basic subject didactics is used as a starting point for researchers or teachers, we would like to highlight perhaps the most important thing in this basic position. By using basic subject didactics, we realize that education always means teaching something. The
didactic theory can in this sense go beyond creating understanding for what (we as) teachers educate in/about and from where this content comes. We can, from this position, also understand that education, per definition, is dependent of content. This is arguably the foundation upon which content-oriented didactics rests.

Nielsen highlighted in his final lecture that it is time to remind ourselves of the “necessity of arts.” The way we see it, this is one of the more urgent philosophical challenges and it could start within this position. Basic subject didactics can highlight the legitimacy in the different knowledge forms of the music subject.

In transnational documents, there are several notions of the fact that an aesthetic orientation can be understood as a key skill in our current and future knowledge society. However, the expression of what roles cultural and aesthetic skills should have is weak and inconsistent. It seems as though the culturally “key-skilled” would be a greedy consumer culture as well as an active practitioner one; creative as well as knowledgeable both when it comes to cultural heritage and popular culture, open toward multi-culture all around the world but also with a sense of the role of aesthetics in everyday life. The school missions appear so all-encompassing that it seems at the same time that nothing is important. Without being too conspiratorial, it hardly looks like a lot of cognitive energy has been spent on the aesthetic mission of education. Sven-Erik Liedman’s analysis of these policy documents is that “the entrepreneurs shall possess the world. In their spare time they can spend time painting pottery or go to the theatre, or at least watch some TV.”

Changing the current market economic rhetoric where the aesthetic forms of expression are officially downgraded by educational policy can be a difficult task for researchers as well as teachers. However, the marginalization of aesthetic subjects may correlate with a difficulty and a
reluctance to verbally describe the essence of music and thus specify the value of music education. This is a potential and urgent mission for philosophical music pedagogy.

An important aspect of basic subject didactics is the ambition to balance thought and action. Herein lies also an obvious pedagogical risk. Through using the above-described basic position as a starting point, the development, learning, and meaning creation among students can be pushed into the background of a prescribed subject. If the subject is being made into a primary source for educational content, students’ own everyday experiences could (at least theoretically) become a secondary matter. This could be described as an implicit reason for the didactic position discussed in the next section.

**Ethno-didactics and Its Challenges**

The ethno-didactic position rests on democratic and culturally oriented ideals. It has its basis in students’ interests, their musical everyday experiences and local culture, but on a general level it is an ambition to give equal access to cultural values. People have, through music education, an opportunity to realize their musical ideas, shape personal and cultural identities, as well as obtain action competence to actively participate in (music) culture.

In order to strengthen students in a personal and critical socialization, the culture-oriented paradigm is tied to music activity as a cultural phenomenon. It is not mainly education *through* music, but education *toward* music. The basis for music education is verbal and sounding dialogues based on different music cultural values, and ethnic and musical expressions, coupled with a long-term ambition to change society toward a greater level of cultural tolerance.
We live in a society that is becoming more fragmented into various subcultures. The population of a country consists of groups with different senses of belonging, depending on age, gender/sex, occupation, ethnicity, and material standards. Groupings like these constitute important social attributes that tell us who we are, who we could and would like to become, as well as what we can and cannot do. Yet, at the same time there are those within the groups who have different views of what a good life looks like, how society should be, and how music should be valued.

It is easy at this point to identify some potential areas of conflict. The micro-cultural level alone as a basis for all content selections evokes questions: such as: what music culture constitutes students’ everyday experiences, who should decide what is relevant, and by what criteria? The paradigm has macro-cultural ambitions, but these are not primarily the shapers of educational content, since the main goal is to respect individual students’ conditions. However, the overall democratic ambition within this position raises questions about what music culture students should be socialized into, and how acceptance for (and meetings with) diverse subcultures can be achieved.

In didactic research, there has been much interest in the idea of students’ everyday experiences and their individualization, in particular when it comes to questions concerning learning and motivation. From the perspective of more superordinate matters of democracy, Nordic music pedagogy research during the past few years has widened the research questions to include those about the relationship between didactic starting points in student local culture and the potential in education to develop tolerance and understanding between different groups and cultures. This is, not least, about the social and cultural diversity in society and how schools can contribute to people’s possibilities of living together as democratically equal and culturally
To what extent does micro-cultural content close to students lead to meetings of different experiences and perspectives? To what extent, and in what pedagogical contexts, could this didactic strategy create segregating tendencies instead? This critical discussion builds on students’ personal and music experiences as the primary starting point for educational content. The ambition to generate inclusion becomes problematic when music pedagogical studies from countries where this is the case show how repertoires in different schools are very local in nature. When certain genres, pre-knowledge, and interests, but also ways of working musically, are being excluded, it leads to issues about ethnicity, gender, and socioeconomic class. To be clear, we can in a very simplified and generalized way describe the problem as follows: music education in white middle-class areas is dominated by white, male, and guitar-based rock, whereas hip hop is given a larger space in immigrant-dense areas. The ethno-didactic paradigm criticizes ethnocentrism and a Western canon, but one wonders if micro-cultural and student-centered methods are as narrow musically, albeit with more popular culture content. In countries where Western music heritage and music theory knowledge is the focus of music education, didactic and philosophical research questions about democracy, inclusion, culture, and sub-culture become both different and similar.

We ask ourselves for example if it is even possible—in any educational context, let alone in music education with ethno-didactic ambitions—to limit “culture” to musical culture and artistic expressions or to what people create to give meaning and context in social life. Is it, in other words, possible to refer to “cultural tolerance” only as respect for shifting musical identities, without ideas about how this relates to boundaries between and within different groups of people, or groups like young and old, men and women, rich and poor? Culture meetings can lead to conflicts and tensions, and today’s pluralist society thus evokes a number of (music-didactic)
questions that demand socially sustainable answers. The demographic development (the intercultural ambitions of society and school) is one reason why multi-culturalism is so intensely discussed in our current society, but it is also a reason why it has made its way into the didactic research agenda.

Questions also connect to the education-political discourse of “usefulness.” Schools can be a meeting ground where young people can create connections and meaning and where questions can be asked from a new angle through a combination of aesthetic, ethical, and empirical perspectives. When much points toward an overriding of aesthetic perspectives, philosophical and music-pedagogical reflections are called for that can systematically examine the commonalities and differences in music education around the world. We need to address philosophically “ multiplicities and pluralities,” or commonalities and differences in music education internationally. As philosophers, we can discuss and critique ideas and practices within various linguistic and cultural traditions but also seek to exceed these traditions in a common discourse.

**The Challenge Didactic Position and Its Challenges**

In the challenge didactic paradigm, questions are focused on what are the next generation needs in order to deal with the challenges that society faces. Both ethno-didactics and challenge didactics are society-oriented and interested in conditions for and development of democracy. Both positions take into account local traditions and subcultures, but the educational content choice according to challenge didactics starts out with the large themes of ideology and morality. The intent is to strengthen students’ future opportunities to lead a good life and to take part in general improvement of the world. The thematized societal challenges—ecological, economic, ethical philosophical—are complicated and complex. As a starting point, the paradigm is not
subject specific, but it accommodates opportunities for specific subjects to qualify the thematic work in relation to music, for example. As such, the perspective can indeed be anchored in a core subject didactic way of thinking.

When a complex theme such as democracy is being used to examine the relationship between individuals and society based on a music perspective, discussions may involve culture politics, the conditions, use, and functions of music, or power-relations in music industry and music culture. There is a risk that educational content called for in an area only becomes intellectually articulated, whereas the critical aspect is not expressed in the actual music-making. We argue that also the ways of working with music can, and have to, be understood as didactic content matter.

A starting point for our argument is that education always takes place in a historical and cultural context. People develop knowledge and understanding through obtaining and interpreting existing impressions in a society. We, as individuals, are born in a particular place and grow up in a particular social environment. It is in this context that we learn to speak, think, and understand. Our expectations in life and our view of other people, groups, and cultures begin to form. Didactics therefore highlight the fact that most educational processes often involve more than simply learning of knowledge.

A historical and cultural context means that some political and moral meaning is attached to educational content. School is a place for socialization and the transfer of norms and values. It contributes towards the construction of collective identities, social interactions, and roles. Children, young people, teachers—people of all ages—filter their impressions through their own experiences and often in a way that confirms what we already think we know about the world. In many ways, we have not achieved increased social and cultural diversity despite increased
geographical movement and media-related opportunities in our everyday life to meet other people, countries, and musical influences.

These socializing processes, however, do not mean that we have to remain stuck in taken-for-granted ideas about our world, or with our associations between certain music and a certain social group, life-style, geographical place, political ideas, or anything else. On the contrary, it means that schools and ethical philosophical research has an important task to identify, raise awareness, question, and counteract such ideas.

Music education is a part of students’ music cultural socialization where repertoires and ways of working are important for challenging and preserving different power structures relating to gender, ethnicity, and socio-economic class. A hidden, or rather, tacit curriculum as well as music conventions are therefore factors that one needs to consider when deciding, discussing, and studying perceptions of what an education built on a critical foundation could contain, and why.

From a critical, socially oriented perspective, music education work and philosophical as well as empirical music pedagogy studies can question ways of working and relationships such as educational content and repertoires based on matters of equality. A critical examination of, for example, how gender power structures take shape within music education and music industry is thus not only about their discursive constructions or about discussing them in education. It can also include studying and raising awareness of the problematic relationships between musical practices and culturally colored associations about masculine and feminine.

So far, we have presented and closely examined three basic positions respectively. In the following section, we will relate them to each other, mainly through focusing on questions about time and context. In this next section, we aim to show how rich and fruitful Nielsen’s Bildung-
theoretical didactics is, according to our understanding, but also how it can be a progressive perspective for challenge didactic reflection.

**Critical-Constructive Didactics**

*Bildung*-theoretical didactics exist in a dialectic field of tension between more or less common values and the self-reflection of free agents, that is, individual growth and the *Bildung* process. As such, it is possible to see how *Bildung*-theoretical didactics searches for content, based on two interacting aspects: *Bildung* as role model and goal, and *Bildung* as a free, infinite process. Viewed from this perspective, we can understand basic subject didactics and challenge didactics as colored by cultivating mutual aims, whereas ethno-didactics is colored by the idea of the learners, their everyday experiences, and personal life. Existential didactics, which we have not explained further in this text, is based on the idea of people as beings and art as a symbolic form of cultural life expressions. In this way, the basic foundation can be described as influenced by what is cultivating, deeply human, ahistorical, and the things we have in common. At the same time, there is music in our lives with a potential to contribute to the shaping of individual and cultural identities. Music as a route to articulate subjective and existential emotions can therefore in pedagogical action lead to a paradigm domination by individual self-expression and the personal, local life. We are using this as an example so as to remind us of what we mentioned in the beginning: that didactic questions about educational content cannot easily be analyzed from the basic positions *alone*. Pedagogical action and its motivations is complex and the paradigm is combined with aspects such as views on the subject, views on music as a phenomenon, current discourses, and context.
Nielsen is clear about the fact that the dialectic position should not contain competing elements or any aspects that are treated as separate. The didactic basic positions are not suggestions of separate routes for teaching and learning. On the contrary, they are perspectives that taken together give a tension-filled didactic teaching situation. The issue of content in this sense is particularly interesting, since content according to Bildung-theoretical didactics should be selected and treated in a way that encourages the idea of Bildung. Thus, the teacher should be starting with the aim of Bildung in order to relate to the basic positions. In the long term, music education then becomes a means for the overall goal of Bildung. At the same time, Nielsen made no particular distinction between music and Bildung. “Musical Bildung” can be understood as a Bildung-theoretical position, yet at the same time a dialectic, where music and Bildung are inseparable aspects for music didactic work.

Nielsen’s didactic approach is however not only a Bildung-theoretical position, it is also critical on at least two levels. Among the didactic basic positions, a socio-challenge didactics is clearly influenced by critical theory, such as that defined by the Frankfurt school of thought, and later integrated in didactic theory forming. Music is viewed in light of this position as a phenomenon in society and music education as a possible arena for criticizing features in society. At the same time as pointing out the relevance of a critical theoretical aspect of music education, Nielsen also warned about the risk of letting intellectual activities be conducted at the expense of the view of the music subject as an aesthetic subject for aesthetic activities. The music subject should not be reduced to knowledge about music based on explanatory “beyond music” models. Regardless of this approach, Nielsen took a very limited, yet still normative positioning toward didactic positions. One could say that his critical approach included being skeptical (on a meta-level) toward normative ideas and didactic, descriptive theories. Instead, Nielsen chose an
analytical approach where theory mainly consisted of models of the conditions in music education.

Both characteristics (the *Bildung*-theoretical and the critical approach), however, are also related to a third one: the fact that Nielsen’s didactics are not only *Bildung*-theoretical but all-in-all critical-constructive. Nielsen’s didactic theory is influenced by a *Bildung*-theoretical perspective with critical elements which does not stop at research questions. It also gives a set of conceptions, which in a constructive way, seeks to bridge the gap between theory and practice.\(^{24}\) As such, Nielsen may well be in line with what Klafki has defined as the main points in critical-constructive didactics, namely to unite the *Bildung*-concepts, the socio-critical perspective, and the creation of a didactic theory that includes theory and practice. Taken altogether, Nielsen’s didactics can thus be interpreted as an expression of critical-constructive didactics.

**Philosophical Didactics**

Nielsen’s didactics may be understood as critical-constructive in their approach, but his deed can also be viewed as pointing toward philosophical didactics. The crucial point is the content issue of *what*. Already in the early 1800s, the *what* question that states the goal of *Bildung* in practical philosophy (ethics) is marked differently in empirical works in didactics,\(^{25}\) compared with psychology, which was associated with the issue of *how* and the methods of teaching. The inclusion of philosophical questions is also reflected in later didactic models\(^{26}\) where the aim of education is included within the framework of didactics as well as within pedagogical philosophy. A common feature between philosophy and didactics is thus the intimate relationship between the content of education and its aims. Therefore, the potential
contribution of philosophy in philosophical didactic research is to highlight meaning-related aspects within the area of didactics.

Nielsen argued that philosophical music didactics should rest on two empirical pillars: musicology (and its study object, music) and the direction within pedagogy toward Bildung and the education of people. Neither one can be excluded if music pedagogical philosophy is to emerge, remain, and develop. It is through this blend that we can understand the actual meaning of “musical Bildung,” but it is also through this that we can understand Nielsen’s philosophical starting point for how the didactic basic positions can be defined. Basic subject didactics, ethnodie didactics, challenge didactics, and philosophical anthropological didactics are all resting on two pillars: one that sees music as a natural and/or social phenomenon, and the other that has its basis in Bildung and education. For example, core subject didactic questions are doubly philosophical in the sense that the concept of music needs to be examined from a music philosophical or an aesthetic perspective, united with questions on basic pedagogical views.27

Another aspect of philosophical didactics is research that shows how didactic approaches relate to philosophical routes and routes within the history of ideas.28 Many ideas that influence current music didactics can be connected to historical perspectives on music and music education. Through these historical perspectives, we can obtain a wider and deeper understanding of the current discussions surrounding music education. Current music pedagogical ideas, however, can also become the object for reflection in relation to future approaches. It is the role of philosophy, not least critically oriented philosophy, to also mirror what is current from the perspective of a possible future. In this sense, we would like to connect with Nielsen’s description of three types of reality: intended reality, actually occurring or realized reality, and possible reality.29 There is a music pedagogical reality existing here and now
in our classrooms, which is often being empirically researched. This actually occurring reality does constitute a basis for philosophical studies, but perhaps it is still the intended as well as the possible reality that mainly deals with philosophical issues.

First, based on a didactic understanding, the actually occurring reality is preceded by an intended reality. This reality contains plans for teaching and learning and is as such a matter of curriculum. Curriculum, widely speaking, also contains an element of underlying philosophy. A curriculum, as a text, rests on a pedagogical discourse with historical roots. In order to understand the current curriculum and its underlying meaning, we should thus seek a historical-philosophical explanation. We can also, through Nielsen, combine studies in the history of ideas with the aim of understanding today’s society, and connect them with studies in a grey area between two contexts; the intended and the realized.

Second, philosophy can also reflect on what is actually occurring in relation to a possible reality. Philosophical didactics can pose questions of what music education could be like, instead of lingering around issues of what music education is currently like or the intentions that are influencing what education should contain. This perspective raises the question of the *why* of teaching. When adopting a philosophical approach, we do not need to limit ourselves to issues of what is possible in terms of content and aims. We can instead aspire to think the un-thinkable. The un-thinkable means here the potential, which exists beyond operative ideologies and claims of legitimacy and which is really only possible when thinking freely. With this argument, we do not wish to extol an elitist standpoint, but rather illustrate the existing need to strive for a critical-emancipatory approach. “[I]t will always be possible from philosophical perspectives to ask new critical and critical-constructive questions about the past, current reality, and future possibilities.”

---
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Bildung-Theoretical Didactics in the Field of Tension between the Individual and the Communal

As described above, we view Nielsen’s Bildung-theoretical didactics as critical-constructive on the one hand, since Bildung and a socio-critical perspective are united. On the other hand, music didactics’ philosophical dimensions unite the empirical fields of musicology (with the music phenomenon as the object of study) and pedagogy. Nielsen pointed to the value of critical-theoretical aspects in music pedagogical activities, but also emphasized that the subject of music must not be reduced to explanatory models where music is necessarily viewed as conceptually and verbally defined. He gave this field of tension a great deal of attention and the main issue can be described as the relation between ars and didactica, between the spirit of art and linguistic articulations, between music practice and analytic descriptions. The perspectives interact, but teachers’ understanding and accentuation of these aspects have consequences for how the music subject is profiled. To develop these issues further would move us too far away from the basic positions that we are focusing on here, and we must therefore leave the issues open to readers and their own considerations, but it is essential to highlight the fact that the most central issue for Nielsen was the issue of how didactic reflection can contribute to understanding and experience of what is aesthetically or musically relevant.

However, we would like to spend some time on a closely related issue. Many of the challenges described in relation to the didactic basic positions may seem to point toward pedagogical theory or social science theory, rather than toward humanistic understanding and philosophical questioning. The question, then, is how philosophical and humanistic perspectives can be united with critical questions regarding current issues that include ideology. Put differently; we argue that Bildung-theoretical didactics do not only involve Bildung theory, nor
only pedagogical or didactic theory, but that these relate to each other in a theory of science, and how they do so.

The idea of Bildung has an immensely important place within didactic theory in order to avoid seeing learning as only an internal, psychological matter or something that can be solved through rational organizing processes of teaching and learning neatly systematized content. This could mean that we also speak of content as having a particular and allocated meaning. Learning viewed as a process of Bildung can instead be understood as a subject-oriented and contextually bound process, influenced by unexpected moments, sharp turns, departures, and this radical new orientation.

From this perspective, it would be easy to imagine that the subjective dimension of Bildung limits the Bildung-theoretical didactics in time and space—also as a perspective for philosophical pedagogical research. That is not what we claim. Not least, Nielsen himself pointed to this, by highlighting the combination of didactics and Bildung; connecting pedagogical theoretical and philosophical reflection. We also argue that there is a space in the field of tension between the subjective Bildung process, more or less local contexts, and the common aspects in a more limited context, as well as in a wider one.

There are several interpretations of Bildung, which throughout the centuries have been expressed in European education; the classical German approach that has taken its ideas from Kant and Humboldt: “liberal education” where German ideas of Bildung have been transformed within the Anglo-Saxon world, and the hermeneutic ideas of learning that have mainly been influenced by Gadamer and Ricoeur. The main thread in the latter is the relation between the familiar and the unfamiliar, the fact that we as humans interpret and understand what is different from the perspective of our life worlds. Expressed in the ideas of Hegel, we see ourselves in the
foreign and see the foreign in ourselves. In this Bildung concept lies a metaphor of the Bildung process as a journey31: “We depart from home, travel the world to meet the unknown and come back home again, still the same yet changed.”32

A main idea in classical Bildung is that a single person becomes educated through experiencing the collective experiences of all human beings, but this is often limited to a Western cultural heritage. Bildung is often associated with the past, to general education, to a set of classical works, and as something elitist. The individual person is changed in a process that takes place through the meeting between now and then, but also through thoughts about the future. By using hermeneutic Bildung concepts, this can be expressed as meetings between different experiences or horizons of meaning. This means that meetings between experiences as a challenge didactic Bildung concept do not only deal with then, now, and later, but can also be formulated as a meeting between different (sub)cultures, in a geographical and spatial, artistic and human sense. The Bildung concept can thus be widened in such a way that it is not limited to the past, Western culture, or male hegemony. Herein lies also an opportunity to cross dualist perspectives like “us and them,” the individual and the common, the particular and the universal, or art and intellect.

We argue that didactic Bildung theory can deal with the more societal and shared challenges outlined above through the basic positions, especially when it takes into account the humanistic and democratic dimensions that Bildung does involve. In such a critical philosophical perspective, the subjective dimension of learning can meet a socially oriented perspective and explore what happens in the meeting between different musical, social or cultural experiences; between artistic expressions from different places and times; between various notions and ideas, or between different forms of knowledge.
This should not be understood as idealistic. Education takes place in a historical and cultural context. Cultures—musical as well as social—are always particular in some sense as they develop and give local meaning. At the same time, we must also be aware of the criticism that has been directed towards a speech on these differences as diversity—and “multiculture as dialogical meetings”—as it can create stereotyped perceptions about different groups.

In other words; in order to cross the individual and the common, or the local and the general, it is of course not enough to vaguely speak of meetings between experiences or meetings between art and language. We need philosophical and theoretical didactic knowledge as well as tools for critical societal analysis. Therefore, we see opportunities in the Bildung-theoretical didactics to first, explore what happens in the gaps between the familiar and unfamiliar, for example in students’ meetings between different types of micro and macro cultures, between the individual person and others, between critical reflection of musical experiences and for example equality issues that can come to be expressed in musical practices. Second, we also see how meetings between pedagogical theory forming and humanistic Bildung ideas become productive in such studies, at the same time as this combination has the potential for further development.

With such approaches, questions about the role of music for development of people’s humanistic features can be studied from the phenomenon itself, and also be related to, for example, issues of democracy, multiculturalism, and a globalized society undergoing change.

We argue, not least, that such perspectives are crucial when aesthetic education and Bildung are being challenged in the current climate in education politics. When for example issues of education quality are connected to quantitative quality control, assessment issues can appear as a particularly pressing research perspective. Using Nielsen’s own words, it is “common that threatened subjects tend to justify their existence with something that has higher
status than the subject itself and its content.”

Assessment matters are not unimportant, but the questions and approaches that are being chosen by researchers have also—in themselves—the potential to challenge dominating thought structures. As philosophers, we can critique ideas and practices and sustain the work of philosophical reflection in music education.

Alongside Nielsen, we argue for the timeliness of the didactics, and at the same time we do not wish to reduce the potential of music and art in education and Bildung. However, didactic questions and reflecting insights into the value of art may “perhaps also contribute to new opportunities for expression within the area of art.”
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